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UMR SCALAB PRESENTATION

Director: Yann COELLO (Pr, ULille)

Deputy Director: Pierre THOMAS (Pr, ULille)

The Cognitive Sciences and Affective Sciences Laboratory - SCALab (UMR 9193) is

a Mixed Research Unit under the supervision of the University of Lille, the CNRS and the

University Hospital-CHU of Lille. It brings together researchers, professors and assistant

professors, physicians and clinicians around a joint research project focusing on the

experimental and neuroscientific study of the inter-relationships between cognition, emotion

and behavior.

More specifically, SCALab's scientific project aims to understand the cognitive and

affective aspects of interactions with the physical and cultural world (perception, action, and

conceptualization) and with the social world (interrelations, language). The particularity of the

unit is to propose, within a dynamic and adaptive conception of behaviors, complementary

research projects articulating within three continuums: behavioral measures and

neurophysiological indicators, experimental studies and computational modelling, and

psychological assessments in general and pathological populations. The research program that

is being developed is positioned at the border of the psychological sciences and

neurosciences, thus favoring a translational and multidisciplinary scientific approach based on

innovative digital tools available on technological platforms. The research unit is affiliated with

the CNU sections 16 and 69 and with the CNRS sections 26 and 34.

Keywords: Cognition, Emotion, Action, Perception, Language, Learning, Belief & Health.





ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL STAFF

Administrative staff:

• Emmanuelle FOURNIER: Administrative manager

• Ouria BELGACEM: Secretary

• Sabine PIERZCHALA: Secretary

Technical staff:

• Fabien BRUNET: Engineer, electronic development

• Laurence DELBARRE: Engineer, equipment management

• Paul Audain DESROSIERS: Engineer, software development

• Christelle DUPREZ: Research Engineer, project management

• Laurent OTT: Research Engineer, behavioral research

• Sébastien SZAFFARCZYK: Engineer, equipment management

• Marion VINCENT: Research Engineer, electrophysiology research



RESEARCH PLATFORM : EQUIPEX IRDIVE

Innovation-research in the Digital and Interactive Visual Environments

(ANR-11-EQPX-0023)

UMR SCALab coordinates the Equipex Innovation Research in Digital and Interactive

Visual Environments-IrDIVE, which is an innovative technological platform, installed on the site of

Plaine Images in Tourcoing (innovation park dedicated to digital images and creative industries). This

platform benefits from ANR funding under the "Investments for the Future" program (PIA), the

European Regional Economic Development Fund (ERDF), the region (CPER) and the Lille European

Metropolis (MEL) for a total of € 17,865 million over a period of 8 years (consolidated budget). The

University of Lille and the CNRS support this project.

The aim is to promote multidisciplinary research within the Visual Sciences and Cultures

Center by collaborating human and social sciences, neuroscience and digital sciences around innovative

equipment. Bringing together 6 research teams (including five UMR) as well as the European House of

Human Sciences and Society-MESHS, this platform offers on 1800 m2 an unique research space in

Europe around the production, reception and use of digital visual content from a behavioral, cognitive,

technological, historical, cultural and economic point of view.

Through collaborations of more than 100

researchers in HSS, mathematics, physics and computer

science, Equipex IrDIVE contributes to the development of

original research on vision and the place of the visual in

societies, close to the actors of artistic creation ( Pictanovo, the

Fresnoy) and 125 companies of the Plaine-Images innovation

park.

The platform contains equipment that is, for some,

very original for research in cognitive sciences and affective

sciences (e.g., thermal camera for the study of emotions),

even unique on the international scene (e.g., toric screen for

the virtual reality). The platform also includes a Lab-Test to

accommodate companies and develop collaborative projects.

Website: www.irdive.fr

http://www.irdive.fr/


RESEARCH PLATFORM : CHU-LILLE

UMR SCALab also coordinates the technical platform "peripheral vision" of scientific

investigation of the ophthalmology department of Lille University Hospital. This technical

platform is composed of a 5m diameter panoramic screen connected to fixed or mobile eye-

trackers, a high-resolution EEG, a double force platform for the study of posture and the

coordination of head movements from the body. This platform makes it possible to study the

capacities of the peripheral vision beyond 60° of eccentricity during the perception of natural scenes

and objects. Due to its location on the CHU, the space can accommodate patients and thus makes it

possible to study, in immersion situations involving 2D or 3D scenes covering 180°, the functional

reorganization of the visual field in people showing deficits of central or peripheral vision.

The UMR SCALab also coordinates the CURE platform, a space dedicated to research

and clinical investigation of 500 m2 installed in the Psychiatry division of the University Hospital of

Lille and having test rooms, therapeutic innovation equipment and a server for archiving imagery

data.

For the study of the neural correlates of cognitive and affective processes, the laboratory

has access to the medical-technical platforms for brain function exploration of the University

Hospital of Lille (Research MRI 3T Imaging Pole, PET-MRI).

In the context of scientific collaborations, the laboratory also benefits from punctual

access to fMRI platforms abroad, including: the York Neuroimaging Center (York, UK), the Tizard

Center (University of Kent, UK), the Birmingham University Imaging Center (BUIC, Birmingham,

UK), the Psychological Neuroscience Center at the University of Minho (Portugal), and the

CERNEC-MEG lab University of Montreal (Canada), the Clinical Imaging Science Center,

University of Sussex (UK) NYUAD Neuroscience of Language Lab, New York University - Abu

Dhabi (UAE).





ACTION, VISION, LEARNING (AVA)

Coordinator: Yvonne DELEVOYE-TURRELL (Pr, ULille)

Research activities focus on the neuro-cognitive mechanisms underlying cognitive processes

involved in the perception of objects and visual scenes in individual and social contexts. The

theoretical general framework of these research activities is that of the embodied approach of

perception and cognition, assuming that the sensorimotor processes associated with interactions

with the environment contribute to the results of perceptual and cognitive activities. Scientific

issues concern the specificity of perception in central and peripheral vision; the contribution of

motor activity to the perception of objects and space; the role of the functional characteristics of

objects in conceptual processing, and the importance of reinforcement contingencies in the

interrelationships between action, perception and cognition.

Members: Jérôme ALESSANDRI (MCF, ULille), Angela BARTOLO (MCF, ULille), Cédrick

BONNET (CR, CNRS), Muriel BOUCART (DR, CNRS), Yann COELLO (Pr, ULille), Jeremie

JOZEFOWIEZ (MCF, ULille), Solène KALÉNINE (CR, CNRS), Quentin LENOBLE (MCF, ULille),

Laurent MADELAIN (Pr, ULille), Vinca RIVIÈRE (Pr, ULille), Clémence ROGER (MCF, ULille),

Jean-François ROULAND (PUPH, ULille), Bilge SAYIM (CR, CNRS), Yannick WAMAIN (MCF,

ULille).

PhD students: Adamantia BATISTATOU (ULille), Margot BERTOLINO (ULille), Clément BEUGNET

(ULille), Justine BLAMPAIN (ULille), Alice CARTAUD (ULille), Cynthia COLLETTE (ULille),

Jérémy DECROIX (ULille), Clémentine GARRIC (ULille), Maria Francesca GIGLIOTTI (ULille),

Marc GODARD (ULille), Fanny GRISETTO (ULille), Ségolène GUÉRIN (ULille), Miao LI (ULille),

Ana Julia MOREIRA (ULille), Mike PERFILLON (ULille), Sohir RAHMOUNI (ULille), Charlotte

RENAUX (ULille), Sébastien VANSTAVEL (ULille), Valentina VENCATO (ULille).

Post-doc: Francesco RUOTOLO (ULille).

Associate members: Alain BOYADJIAN (MCF, ULCO), Jean Claude DARCHEVILLE (professeur

émérite, ULille), Sabrina HASSAINI (psychologue, en libéral et au CRRF Sainte Barbe), Francis

MEKKASS (psychologue libéral), Marie-Laure NUCHADEE (psychologue SESSAD Camus).





EMERGENT FEATURES IN THE CROWDING ZONE: WHEN TARGET–FLANKER

GROUPING SURMOUNTS CROWDING.

Scientific context

Melnik, N., Coates, D. R., & Sayim, B. (2018). Emergent features in the crowding zone: When target–flanker grouping surmounts

crowding. Journal of Vision, 18(9):19, 1–15.

Method

Results

Discussion

Crowding is the impairment of target identification when the target is surrounded by nearby flankers. Two hallmarks of

crowding are that it is stronger when the flankers are close to the target and when the target strongly groups with the

flankers. Here we show the opposite of both.

The orientation of the CF strongly modulated discriminability. Discriminability in the CF-Up condition was better at

the smallest spacings compared to the other spacings. Performance in the Diamond configuration was better compared

to the X configuration at the smallest CF–target spacing.

(a) Stimuli were presented for 150 ms in the

periphery. Observers identified the

configurations (Diamond, Up-Up, etc.) of the

target (lower chevron in each pair) with the

critical flanker (upper chevron, CF). (b) The

configurations formed by the target and the CF.

We have shown that the influence of flankers on crowded target identification is not necessarily a simple monotonic

relationship with flanker distance. Instead, configural effects resulting from the grouping of targets and flankers

counteract the typically harmful influence of nearby flankers in crowding. We propose that these results, taken

together, reveal processes involved in the automatic processing of cluttered scenes, whereby the visual system

organizes spatial patterns based on inherent rules of Gestalt goodness.

(a) Discriminability and bias of the different CF orientation conditions as a function of CF-target distance.

(b) Accuracy for the target-CF configurations (Diamond, X, etc.).



FACE PERCEPTION IN GLAUCOMA.

Scientific context

Schafer, A., Rouland, J. F., Peyrin, C., Szaffarczyk, S., & Boucart, M. (2018). Glaucoma affects viewing distance for recognition of sex

and facial expression. Investigative ophthalmology & visual science, 59(12), 4921-4928.

Glaucoma is traditionally described as affecting the peripheral part of the visual field. Yet, neuroanatomical data

indicate damage in the macular region, even at an early stage (Hood, 2017 Prog Retin Eye Res. 57:46-75). Central

vision is critical for face recognition. In spite of the social relevance, and even if patients report difficulties in face

recognition, few studies to date have examined face perception in people with glaucoma, presumably because face

recognition is considered to be reliant on central vision.

Participants with glaucoma required a shorter viewing distance (i.e., a larger face) than did controls to recognize both

the gender (by 2.59 m, F (1, 30) = 8.7, p <.006) and the facial expression (by 3.64 m, F (1, 30) = 14, p <.001). No

significant difference was found between younger and older controls.

A face covering 0.36° x 0.5° (angular size of a face

viewed at 20 m) was presented centrally. The size

increased automatically simulating the face moving

progressively closer (Fig1). Participants were asked to

stop the progression with a keypress, first, when they

were able to recognize the gender, and second, when they

were able to recognize the facial expression (angry,

happy, neutral).

The results are consistent with the hypothesis of reduced central sensitivity in glaucoma. We suggest that the necessity

to view larger faces in patients might result from a higher sensitivity to crowding that increases the difficulty to

perceive the relevant features for recognition of both gender and facial expressions, akin to normal peripheral vision.

Fig.1. Progressive increase of the angular size of faces

Threshold Equivalent Viewing distance (EVD) in meter for patients, age-

matched and young controls

Angular sizes (AS) corresponding to threshold EVD

Method

Results

Discussion

Gender (EVD m) AS horizontal AS vertical

Young 17.84 0.40 0.56

Age Matched 17.86 0.40 0.56

Patients 15.28 0.47 0.66

Expression (EVD m) AS horizontal AS vertical

Young 15.83 0.46 0.63

Age Matched 15.64 0.46 0.64

Patients 12.01 0.60 0.83



HEMODYNAMIC BRAIN ACTIVATIONS DURING RHYTHMIC FINGER TAPPING:

THE EFFECT OF MOTOR PACING ON FRONTAL HBO2

Scientific context

Guérin, S. M.R., Vincent, M., Karageorghis C. I. & Delevoye-Turrell Y. (2018). Hemodynamic brain activations during rhythmic

finger tapping: The effect of motor pacing on frontal HBO2. fNIRS2018, biennial meeting of the Society for fNIRS, Tokyo, Japan.

Two temporal control modes can be used depending on the environmental constraints of a situation (Treisman, 1963;

Zelaznik, Spencer, & Ivry, 2002): predictive timing, when you need to slow down and emergent timing, when you

need to accelerate. These two timing modes seems to be underpinned by different processes: while emergent timing

emanates from the body dynamics, predictive timing seems to depend on a cognitive internal clock. The aim of the

study was to explore the cerebral correlates relevant to performance of a finger-tapping task under rhythmic

constraints using functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS).

A systematic procedure of signal preprocessing was conducted with a band-pass filter [0.01-0.2 Hz]. The quality of the

signals collected in participants with haircuts (< 0.5 cm) and without hair (Figure 2) were contrasted to illustrate the

need for further processing tools (Tak & Ye, 2014). Paired-samples t tests were used to analyze ΔHbO2 (difference

between the plateau and the baseline averaged on the three blocks) per participant for each condition. Results indicated

that spatial-tapping performed at a slow tempo increased the activity of the frontal areas of the brain (Figure 3).

Three right-handed men performed a spatial-tapping motor task

previously developed in our laboratory (Dione & Delevoye-Turrell,

2015). The HbO2 concentrations were collected using a

continuous-wave fNIRS system (FOIRE-3000/16; Shimadzu) in

both frontal and motor areas. The participants’ task was to tap each

target at the tempo of a metronome that was set at 4 Hz (slow) or

8.3 Hz (fast). A total of six blocks of 60 s were performed at each

speed.

The present results confirmed the role of cognitive control in the slowing of spontaneous motor pacing. Results

highlighted the advantage of fNIRS in experimental motor paradigms, but also its ability to dissociate the involvement

of different cognitive mechanisms as a function of task complexity. Such encouraging preliminary results must be

further corroborated in larger scale studies, hence the importance to continue the technical development of data

preprocessing in order to be able to overcome the limitations associated with long hair.

Method

Results

Discussion

Figure 1. Experimental design. * = randomisation

Figure 3. ΔHbO2 for each condition for all participants

(left), and Participant 2 (right).

Figure 2. Raw data for HbO2, HHb et HbT for participants with hair (on the left)

and without hair (on the right). Data obtained from pre-tests on a finger-tapping task

with two participants. Data are given in μmol/L.

Hair < 0,5 cm (Channel 19)Hair > 2 cm (Channel 19)



MECHANICAL KNOWLEDGE DOES MATTER TO TOOL USE EVEN WHEN ASSESSED

WITH A NON-PRODUCTION TASK: EVIDENCE FROM LEFT BRAIN-DAMAGED PATIENTS.

Scientific context

Lesourd, M., Budriesi, C., Osiurak, F., Nichelli, P.F., & Bartolo, A. (2019). Mechanical knowledge does matter to tool use even when

assessed with a non-production task: evidence from left brain-damaged patients. Journal of Neuropsychology.

Mechanical knowledge is nearly always assessed with production tasks, so one may assume that mechanical

knowledge and familiar tool use are associated only because of their common motor mechanisms. In this study we

found that mechanical knowledge is essential when we use tools, even when tasks assessing mechanical knowledge

do not require the production of any motor action as in an alternative tool selection task (choose the appropriate tool to

perform an action).

The alternative tool selection task accounted for an important amount of variance of the STU and remains the best

predictor among all the semantic tasks. Concerning the PTU, group and individual results suggested that the integrity

of the semantic system and preserved mechanical knowledge are neither necessary, nor sufficient to produce

pantomimes.

Twenty-one left brain-damaged (LBD) patients

and 21 matched controls were tested with tasks

assessing the production of familiar tool use

tasks (pantomime –PTU and single tool use

STU), semantic tasks and an alternative tool

selection task (this last assessing mechanical

knowledge, see beside).

These results corroborate the idea that mechanical knowledge is of first importance when we use tools even when tasks

assessing mechanical knowledge do not require the production of any motor action. Our results also confirm the status

of PTU which can be conceived as a complex activity relying on several cognitive abilities (e.g., communicative skills)

rather than gesture engrams activation.

Figure 1. The Alternative tool selection task and the other semantic tasks used: 

Assoc: choose the related object; Func: matching by function; Manip: matching

by manipulation. 

Figure 2. Multidimensional scaling of correlations between 

experimental tasks in LBD patients. Smaller distances 

between points represent higher correlations between tasks. 

Figure 3. Multiple regression analyses

Method

Results

Discussion



TIMING OF GESTURE AND GOAL PROCESSING

DURING ACTION DECODING

Scientific context

Decroix, J., & Kalénine, S. (2018). Timing of grip and goal activation during action perception: a priming study. Experimental

brain research, 236(8), 2411-2426.

Grip and goal representations are known to be involved in the processing of others’ action but their temporal

organization is still unknown. Whereas sensorimotor approaches consider action understanding as bottom-up

propagation from grip activation, predictive accounts suggest that observers first make a prediction about the actor’s

intended goal. The aim of the present study is to dissociate the two approaches.

Goal priming effect was detected from

66ms of prime duration, whereas grip

priming effect was observed from 120ms

of prime duration.

The figure represents the individual mean

priming effects in ms according to grip

similarity, goal similarity, prime duration,

and response type. Boxes represent the

interquartile range. Black horizontal lines

represent the medians of the distribution.

Participants were asked to judge the correctness of a

target action picture according the typical use of the

object used after being primed with an action picture

that could share either the same grip, the same goal,

both or none. Prime could last 66, 120, 220 or 300ms.

If goal representations are activated before the grip

ones, then goal priming effect should be observed

earlier then the grip ones.

Our findings are in line with predictive approaches of action processing, as goal representations were activated earlier

than grip representation. An additional neutral control also suggest that early goal representations may have benefited

from information related to the object. We are now investigating the sensitivity of the timing of grip and goal activation

to contextual cues (e.g., social factor, visual context).

Method

Results

Discussion

RESP = no RESP = yes

Grip Goal 
66

Grip Goal 
120

Grip Goal 
220

Grip Goal 
300

Grip Goal 
66

Grip Goal 
120

Grip Goal 
220

Grip Goal 
300



ATTENTIONAL CAPTURE BY INCONGRUENT OBJECT/BACKGROUND

SCENES IN PATIENTS WITH ALZHEIMER DISEASE

Scientific context

Lenoble, Q., Corveleyn, X., Szaffarczyk, S., Pasquier, F., & Boucart, M. (2018). Attentional capture by incongruent object/background

scenes in patients with Alzheimer disease. Cortex, 107, 4-12.

Object/background association is critical to understand the context of visual scenes but also in daily life tasks like

object search. Patients with Alzheimer (AD) exhibit impairment in scene processing at different levels: perception,

recognition, memory and spatial navigation. We explored whether patients with AD make use of contextual

information in congruent and incongruent target/background conditions in three different saccadic choice tasks.

Patients with AD showed difficulties to refrain a first saccade toward incongruent scenes in the free viewing and the

implicit tasks. They were at chance level in the explicit task. When given time to explore the two scenes, in a manual

response condition, they were able to accomplish the implicit and explicit tasks with good accuracy.

Pairs of scenes (one congruent and one incongruent

object/background) were displayed. In a free viewing task we

recorded whether the participants spontaneously direct their

gaze (eye tracker recordings) toward the congruent or the

incongruent scene. In a task referred as “implicit”, the

participants had to saccade toward a pre-defined target

(animal or piece of furniture) in a scene (congruent or not

with the target). In a task, called “explicit”, participants had to

saccade towards the congruent scene.

In contrast to healthy controls patients with AD exhibited a strong, significant, bias towards incongruent

object/background scenes, even in the free viewing task, suggesting that unfamiliar or deviant stimuli attract their

attention spontaneously. This result suggests inefficient top-down control to select relevant information at early stage

of the disease.

Figure 1. Examples of congruent (left) and incongruent (right) 

object/background scenes.

Figure 2. Congruence effect on accuracy (in black) and RT (in red) in each group of age for implicit and explicit task.
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REVEALING COGNITIVE CONTROL PROCESSES IN NORMAL

IMPULSIVITY BY ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC RECORDINGS

Scientific context

Grisetto, F., Delevoye-Turrell, Y., & Roger, C. (2018, December). Revealing cognitive control processes in normal impulsivity by

electromyographic recordings. In Psychophysiology (Vol. 55, pp. S115-S115).

Impulsivity is defined as a behavioral tendency linked to inhibitory deficits. However, results of studies on inhibition

in impulsive populations are inconsistent. In this study, we used two electrophysiological techniques to specify the

link between impulsive traits and cognitive control capacities. The ERN (error-related negativity) reflects the

performance monitoring system, a key capacity that evaluates the need in cognitive control. Partial-errors, uncovered

by the EMG, are used to specify the analysis of inhibitory capacities by distinguishing interference control from

behavioral inhibition.

35 right-handed participants performed a modified version of the Simon task in which they had to respond according

to the shape of the stimulus. During the task, EEG and EMG activities were recorded to obtain several indices of

cognitive control. The ERN magnitudes were used as index of performance monitoring capacities. The number of

partial-errors and their latencies were used as index of interference control capacities. The correction time (CT) and

the correction ratio (CR) were used as index of behavioral inhibition capacities. After the task, participants responded

to the BIS-11 questionnaire that assesses impulsiveness.

Impulsive participants were as efficient in a cognitive control task as less-impulsive ones. However, EMG recordings

revealed that attentional impulsiveness was associated with a tendency to engage more, and more rapidly, erroneous

actions (i.e. number and latencies of partial-errors) but that this tendency was overcome by efficient behavioral

inhibition capacities (i.e. correction ratio and correction times). Moreover, EEG revealed that attentional impulsiveness

was characterized by a global reduction in performance monitoring activities.

Method

Results

Discussion



PSYCHOPHYSICS OF PREDICTIVE LEARNING

Scientific context

Maia, S., Lefèvre, F., & Jozefowiez, J. (2018). Psychophysics of associative learning: Quantitative properties of subjective

contingency. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal Learning & Cognition, 44, 67-81.

In a contingency judgement task, a participant learns to predict an outcome on the basis of a cue. This is thought to

reflect the strength of an association that has built between an internal representation of the cue and an internal

representation of the outcome. We used signal detection theory (SDT) in order to characterize the probability

distribution of associative strengths and how the mean and variance of those distributions varies as a function of the

objective predictive relation between the cue and the outcome.

The Gaussian SDT model provided a correct fit for all participants: hence, associative strengths can be considered to

follow a Gaussian distribution. The function mapping ∆P unto the mean of these distributions is concave, indicating a

greater sensitivity to positive contingencies. The standard deviation of the distributions remains almost constant but

slightly increases for extreme values of ∆P.

17 participants were exposed to rapid flows of 100-ms stimuli at the end of which they had to judge whether a

predictive relation existed between a target cue and a target outcome as well as how sure they were of their

judgements. Inside a flow, the predictive relation between the cue and the outcome was manipulated using the ∆P

index, which is the probability of the outcome following the cue minus the probability of the outcome in the absence

of the cue. It varied from strongly negative contingency (the outcome was more likely in the absence of the cue) to

strongly positive ones (the outcome was more likely in the presence of the cue. A SDT model was fitted to the data. It

assumes that, when presented with ∆P = x flow, the associative strength between the cue and the outcome is drawn

from a Gaussian distribution with mean m and standard deviation d.

The study confirms the fruitfulness of a SDT approach to predictive learning as it uncovered new facts requiring

further investigations, such as the greater sensitivity of participants to positive contingency but also the considerable

difference between participants regarding their sensitivity to predictive relations.

Method

Results

Discussion

Mean of the distribution of associative strengths as a 

function of ∆P (error bars are 95% CI)

Standard deviation of the distribution of associative 

strengths as a function of ∆P (error bars are 95% CI)

Mean of the subjective contingency distribution

Standard deviation of the subjective contingency
distribution



PREDICTING SAFE DRIVING ABILITIES USING SUPERVISED

CLASSIFICATION METHODS

Scientific context

Delevoye-Turrell, Y., Boitout, J., Bobineau, C., Vantrepotte, Q ., Davin, T., Dinca, A., and Desenclos, I. (2018) Predicting safe driving

abilities using supervised classification methods. Conference abstract : 6th International Conference on Driver Distraction and

Inattention (DDI2018), 15th – 17th October 2018, Gothenburg, Sweden.

The Multifactorial model of driving [1] has been one of the most influencing cognitive model that has helped guide

what functions should be evaluated to decide those human functions required for safe driving : speed of information

processing, choice reaction times, visual attentional abilities and working memory. In this study, the ACCA-test

battery, psychotechnical tests, is used to evaluate these four core abilities. The objective of the present study was to

apply classifying methods to estimate the predictability of psychometric driving-test scores when compared to results

obtained in a driving road-test exam.

When considering the results, it is clear that the Decision Trees are unsatisfying as they do not provide the means the

predict outcome from unexplored data

When considering SVM and ANN models, those providing the smallest error values are the ANNs (0,25).

Our results clearly indicate that ANNs are the best approach to use. In such case, we were able to classify correctly

73.2% of individuals (i.e., 219 out of 300 individuals). After close inspection of the nature of the classifying errors, we

noted that our ANN models had difficulties in detecting the unfit drivers. Further work is now ongoing to maximize the

sensitivity of the classifiers in a larger population.

Method

Results

Discussion

A total of 300 participants (112 women and 188 men, aged between 20 and 75 years) were recruited and tested using

the ACCA-test battery. This battery is composed of 4 tests analysing: Selective attention, motor coordination, choice

time reaction, attention flexibility. Moreover, the subjects did a driving test to know their drive abilities.

Different supervised learning algorithms were used (figure 1) : Decision tree, Support Vector Machine, Neural

Network

Figure 1 : Representation of the 3 three different supervised learning algorithms employed 



SHORT-TERM UPPER-LIMB IMMOBILIZATION ALTERS PERIPERSONAL

SPACE REPRESENTATION

Scientific context

Toussaint L., Wamain Y, Bidet-Ildei C. & Coello Y. (2018). Short-term upper-limb immobilization alters peripersonal

space representation. Psychological research, 1-8.

Peripersonal space is a multisensory interface between the environment and the body subserving motor interactions

with the physical and social world. Although changing body properties has been shown to alter the functional

processing of space, little is known about the effect of short-term limb immobilization specifically on the motor

representation of peripersonal space. In the present study, we investigated the effect of a right upper-limb

immobilization for a duration of 24 h on a reachability judgment task and a brightness judgment task.

Considered together, the results confirm the crucial role of the motor system in the representation of peripersonal

space. They also highlight the plasticity of the motor system resulting in a rapid change of its activity following limb

immobilization, with a concomitant effect on motor-related perceptual and cognitive processes.

Method

Results

Discussion

40 right handed volunteers were split into two groups:

immobilized and control. All participants were

administered two experimental tasks: a reachability

judgment task (judge if the mug displayed was

reachable or unreachable) and a brightness

discrimination task (judge if the mug displayed had a

bright or dark brightness). Both the control and

immobilized groups performed the two tasks in two

experimental sessions with a 24-h interval between

sessions (session 1 and session 2)

Analyses of perceptual thresholds revealed a reduction

of peripersonal space representation after the

immobilization period, which was not observed when

there was no immobilization (control group). In

contrast, no variation appeared in the brightness

judgment task, suggesting no presence of specific

visual perception or decisional deficits in the limb

immobilization group.

Fig. 1 Examples of two trials in the reachability judgment task (on the 

left) and the brightness judgment task (on the right) 

Fig. 2 Evolution of the reachability threshold (left) and brightness 

(right) as a function of experimental session and group. Error bars 

represent standard error 



IDIOSYNCRATIC REPRESENTATION OF PERIPERSONAL SPACE DEPENDS ON THE

SUCCESS OF ONE'S OWN MOTOR ACTIONS, BUT ALSO THE SUCCESSFUL ACTIONS OF

OTHERS!

Scientific context

Coello, Y., Quesque, F., Gigliotti, M. F., Ott, L., & Bruyelle, J. L. (2018). Idiosyncratic representation of peripersonal space depends 

on the success of one's own motor actions, but also the successful actions of others!. PloS one, 13(5).

Peripersonal space (PPS) is a multisensory representation of the environment around the body in relation to the motor

system, underlying the interactions with the physical and social world. Although changing body properties and social

context have been shown to alter the functional processing of space, little is known about the effect of changing the

value of stimuli and social context on the representation of PPS.

Reward-dependent modulation of stimuli value in the environment modifies the representation of PPS, when resulting

from either self-generated motor actions or observation of motor actions performed by a cooperative partner

Method

Results

Discussion

Participants performed a two-alternative forced-choice

reachability-judgment task before and after performing a stimuli-

selection task consisting in manually selecting a set of stimuli on a

touch-screen table. 50% of the stimuli were associated with a

reward (providing 1 point) and 50% with no reward (providing no

point). In Experiment 1, the stimuli-selection task was performed

individually and the distribution of the reward-yielding stimuli was

either 50% (Control), 25% (Far) or 75% (Near) in the proximal

space. In Experiment 2, the stimuli-selection task was performed in

cooperation with another participant, and the distribution of the

reward-yielding stimuli was 50% in the proximal and distal spaces.
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Biasing the distribution of the reward-yielding targets in space and introducing the social context modified

concurrently stimuli selection actions in space and PPS representation. However, stimuli selected in near space

induced a constriction of PPS when resulting from the distribution of reward-yielding targets, whereas they induced an

increase of PPS when resulting from the social context.



PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE TO FACIAL EXPRESSIONS IN

PERIPERSONAL SPACE DETERMINES INTERPERSONAL DISTANCE IN A

SOCIAL INTERACTION CONTEXT

Scientific context

Cartaud, A., Ruggiero, G., Ott, L., Iachini, T., & Coello, Y. (2018). Physiological response to facial expressions in peripersonal space

determines interpersonal distance in a social interaction context. Frontiers in psychology, 9.

Peripersonal-action space and interpersonal-social space are both influenced by the emotional valence of a virtual

confederate approaching with different facial expressions. The aim of this study was to determine if interpersonal

comfort distance with an approaching virtual confederates depends on the physiological response triggered by the

same confederates when located in the peripersonal-action space, as a function of facial expression.

With angry PLD, results showed an increase of the EDA when located at a reachable distance and a larger 

interpersonal comfort distance. The interpersonal comfort distance could be predicted from the physiological response.

Both peripersonal-action space and interpersonal-social space are influenced by the emotional meaning of social

stimuli. Thus, they may rely on common mechanisms in relation to the motor action system. Furthermore,

interpersonal comfort distance can be predicted from the physiological response triggered by other’s emotional state.

Figure 1. (A) Location of the PLD in task 1. (B) Representation of the

different crossing distances between the PLD and the participant in task 2

Mean phasic activity (µS) as a function of 

facial expression and location of the PLD 

Method

Results

Discussion

Variation of comfort distance (cm) as a 

function of the facial expression
Linear relation between individual comfort 

distance (cm) and physic activity (µS)

The experiment consisted in 2 tasks presenting 3D

point-light displays (PLD) with a neutral, happy or

angry facial expression.

Task 1: Participants had to judge if they could reach a

static PLD located at different distances while their

electrodermal activity (EDA) was recorded.

Task 2: Participants had to estimate whether the

distance at which the approaching PLD crossed their

fronto-parallel plane was comfortable or not
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PSYCHOMETRIC VALIDATION OF THE FRENCH VERSION OF THE SUPPORTIVE CARE

NEEDS SURVEY FOR PARTNERS AND CAREGIVERS OF CANCER PATIENTS

Scientific context

Baudry, A.-S., Anota, A., Bonnetain, F., Mariette, C. & Christophe, V. (2019). Psychometric validation of the French version of the Supportive

Care Needs Survey for Partners and Caregivers of cancer patients. European Journal of Cancer Care, 28(1).

Method

Results

Discussion

Caregivers are the main source of support for patients in daily life. They often report role-related difficulties, additional

responsibilities, and emotional distress. The objective of this study was to assess the psychometric properties of the

French version of the Supportive Care Needs Survey for Partners and Caregivers (SCNS-P&C-F).

Four factors were retained with a good explanation of variance (82.65%), satisfactory validities, and 41 items (Figure

1). In addition, the discriminant validity showed that women and younger caregivers, with anxiety and depression

symptoms and a poorer quality of life reported more unmet supportive care needs (p < .05).

327 caregivers of cancer patients completed an online questionnaire (85% - via the Seintinelles site) or a paper version

(15% - CHU de Lille). 121 participants completed a retest 2 to 4 weeks after the first completion.

Analyses : Factor structure (exploratory principal component factor analysis with Varimax rotation), internal

consistencies (Cronbach’s alpha), convergent/divergent, discriminant validities (Pearson correlations, Student’s t-tests,

Kruskal–Wallis), test-retest reliability (intraclass correlations ICC).

The scale is appropriate for clinical and research use. A short version is being validated.

A significant proportion of caregivers reports moderate to highly unmet supportive care needs (9 to 45%). It therefore

seems important to legitimize, screen, and manage better their supportive care needs, in particular to improve in return

the care of patients.

Figure 1. Four supportive care needs of the SCNS-P&C-F



A CUSTOMIZED INTERVENTION FOR DEMENTIA CAREGIVERS: 

A QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Scientific context

Wawrziczny, E., Larochette, C., Papo, D., Constant, E., Ducharme, F., Kergoat, M. J., ... & Antoine, P. (2018). A customized

intervention for dementia caregivers: a quasi-experimental design. Journal of aging and health.

Method

Results

Discussion

Family caregivers devote much of their time to helping persons with dementia (PWD) with daily activities, allowing

them to remain living at home for a longer time. However, considering the irreversible and progressive nature of

dementia, providing care is a long and costly process, which can lead to changes in caregivers’ roles and

responsibilities. Indeed, an excessive focus on the caregiving situation also leads caregivers to give up activities that

are important to them, eventually leading them to exhaustion. Caregivers need to unwind and break their sense of

isolation. They show also difficulties in accepting external events and internal situations. Finally, the disease weakens

the balance within the couple, and the new modes of interaction affect the relationship, the communication, the dyadic

adjustment and intimacy. Previous studies underlined the importance of supporting caregivers’ transition to their new

role.

Objective: To construct and test the effects of a customized intervention on distress among caregivers of PWD using a

quasi-experimental design. This intervention: (1) combines three types of intervention strategies, i.e., classical

psychoeducational, ACT and couple interventions, in an original way; (2) was designed to adapt to the needs and

challenges of each caregiver (flexible, customized); (3) consisted of seven weekly home sessions with an average

duration of 1 h 30 min.

Fifty-one spouse caregivers of a person with Alzheimer’s disease or a related type of dementia in the experimental

group and 51 in the control group participated in the study. The effects of the intervention were examined by

comparing caregivers’ responses to questionnaires at pre-intervention baseline (T0) and immediately after intervention

(T1). Differences were quantified using repeated-measures analysis of variance.

These findings show a preliminary efficacy of the intervention proposed in this study to prevent the exacerbation of

caregivers' distress.

     PRE-TEST                POST-TEST                                           Interaction effect 

 Group Mean (SD) t(p values)  Mean (SD) t(p values)  η2 W  F(p values)  η2 B 

IADL CONT 12.69(2.86) 1.67(0.10)  13.44(2.52) -3.56(0.00)a 0.20 6.72(0.01)a 0.07 

 

Sense of being well prepared 

EXPE 

CONT 

11.70(3.05) 

27.25(6.55) 

 

-0.52(0.61) 
 

11.88(3.47) 

28.92(7.76) 

-.065(0.52) 

-1.71(0.09) 

  

1.63 (0.20) 

 

 EXPE 27.92(6.50)   31.06(6.17) -3.65(0.00)a 0.21   

Degree of self-efficacy CONT 51.86(9.77) 0,47(0.64)  50.00(12.46) 0.96(0.34)  1.71(0.19)  

 EXPE 50.96(9.17)   51.47(8.26) -0.56(0.58)    

Impact of caregiving experience          

 Caregiver’s esteem CONT 28.22(5.39) 0,36(0.72)  26.51(5.42) 3.83(0.00)a 0.23 5.26(0.02)a 0.06 

 EXPE 27.84(5.33)   27.45(5.47) 0.67(0.51)    

 Impact on daily routine CONT 14.76(4.81) -0.69(0.49)  15.33(4.95) -0.74(0.46)  1.06(0.31)  

 EXPE 15.42(4.75)   16.78(4.78) -2.20(0.03)a 0.09   

 Lack of family support CONT 12.34(4.51) -1.46(0.15)  13.27(4.88) -1.69(0.10)  4.36(0.04)a 0.05 

 EXPE 13.57(3.94)   12.96(4.43) 0.99(0.32)    

 Impact on finances CONT 5.34(2.78) 0,22(0.83)  5.94(2.73) -1.38(0.17)  0.01(0.92)  

 EXPE 5.23(2.02)   5.94(2.56) -1.79(0.08)b    

Self-rated health CONT 3.15(0.82) -0,79(0.43)  3.21(0.71) -0.66(0.51)  3.03(0.08)b  

 EXPE 3.27(0.74)   3.20(0.87) 1.07(0.29)    

Caregiver’s level of distress          

 Psychological distress 
CONT 22.88(6.81) 

 

-1.75(0.08) 
 

25.02(7.99) -2.26(0.03)a 0.09 4.88(0.03)a 0.05 

 EXPE 25.18(6.38)   23.78(6.62) 1.66(0.10)    

 Depression CONT 5.90(3.89) 1,09(0.28)  6.00(3.79) -0.22(0.82)  0.04(0.84)  

 EXPE 5.14(3.12)   5.32(3.34) -0.59(0.56)    

 

The analyses indicated a stabilizing effect of the

intervention on caregivers’ perceptions of PWD’s

daily functioning, self-esteem related to caregiving,

quality of family support, and feeling of distress.

Linear increases were observed regarding sense of

preparedness and impact on daily routine, while no

differences (interaction and linear effects) were

observed for degree of self-efficacy, depression,

impact on finances, or self-rated health.

Abbreviation: IADL, instrumental activities of daily living; M:

mean; SD: standard deviation; CONT: control group; EXPE:

experimental group; F: Fisher’s test, η2 W: Cohen’s d within-group

effect size, η2 B: Cohen’s d between-groups effect size, ap < 0.05,

bp <0.10

Comparison of means in the control group and experimental group 

from pre-test to post-test with anxiety as a covariate



RUMINATION AND MINDLESSNESS PROCESSES: 

TRAJECTORIES OF CHANGE IN A 42-DAY MINDFULNESS-BASED INTERVENTION

Scientific context

Andreotti, E., Congard, A., Le Vigouroux, S., Dauvier, B., Illy, J., Poinsot, R., & Antoine, P. (2018). Rumination and mindlessness

processes: trajectories of change in a 42-day mindfulness-based intervention. Journal of Cognitive Psychotherapy, 32(2), 127-139.

Method

Results

Discussion

This preliminary study aimed to understand the daily effects of an autonomous mindfulness-based intervention (MBI)

on mindlessness propensities: rumination, automatic pilot functioning, and attentional distractibility.

The MBI led to a favorable gradual decrease in automatic pilot functioning, rumination and attentional distractibility

An ecological momentary assessment was completed by community participants assigned to two nonrandomized

groups:

• an experimental group (n = 45) that practiced 20-minute daily mindfulness meditation for 42 days,

• a control group (n = 44) that was on the waiting list for the MBI.

All participants completed a self-assessment on rumination and mindlessness propensities twice a day during 42 days.

This innovative study provides a promising perspective regarding rumination, automatic pilot functioning, and

attentional distractibility dynamic trajectories over the course of an MBI.

Figure 1. Models of change in subjective experiences over time due to MBI, in terms of attentional distractibility, automatic

pilot functioning and rumination.

Note. Each Generalized Additive Models graph shows the longitudinal evolution of the standard deviation (y-axis) over

time in days (x-axis). The dots represent the dependent variable mean for all participants at each assessment time.



A MINDFULNESS-BASED INTERVENTION: 

DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS ON AFFECTIVE AND PROCESSUAL EVOLUTION

Scientific context

Antoine, P., Congard, A., Andreotti, E., Dauvier, B., Illy, J., & Poinsot, R. (2018). A Mindfulness-Based Intervention: Differential

Effects on Affective and Processual Evolution. Applied Psychology: Health and Well-Being, 10(3), 368-390

Method

Results

Discussion

A 20-minutes-a-day, self-help, mindfulness-based intervention was conducted for 6 weeks with a French community

sample. First, the intervention effects on affective and functioning variables were evaluated. Second, a differential

approach was used to examine improvement potentiality and the perceived benefits of mindfulness according to the

participants’ baseline mindfulness competencies.

Significant improvements in all variables were observed for the mindfulness group compared with the WLC group

(Cohen’d ranged between .26 and .88).

Low baseline levels of mindfulness predicted greater improvement in mindfulness (r = 0.55, p < .001) than high

baseline levels.

Participants were assigned to a control group on the waiting list (WLC, n = 44) or a mindfulness group (n = 47). Self-

report measures assessed anxiety, depression, psychological distress, mindfulness, negative self-oriented cognition,

and experiential avoidance in pre-test and immediate post-test.

Mindfulness practice elicited several positive outcomes regarding affective variables, highlighting emotional

functioning changes. Future studies should investigate the long term impact of such MBI.

Figure 1. Graphic GLM representation of mindfulness evolution

(MAAS) at pre-test (T1) and post-test (T2).

Note, Each participant is represented by a dot.

Gray dots : WLC group participants

Black dots : mindfulness group participants.

The diagonal dotted line indicates an identical score from pre-test

to post-test. The participants whose dots are above the diagonal

dotted line have increased scores from pre-test to post-test.

The gray and black lines are linear regression lines of the WLC

and mindfulness groups, respectively.

A line below the diagonal dotted line indicates that scores

decreased over time, whereas a line above the diagonal dotted line

indicates that scores increased from pre-test to post-test.



INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN THE EFFECTS OF A POSITIVE

PSYCHOLOGY INTERVENTION: APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY

Scientific context

Antoine, P., Dauvier, B., Andreotti, E., & Congard, A. (2018). Individual differences in the effects of a positive psychology

intervention: Applied psychology. Personality and Individual Differences, 122, 140-147.

Method

Results

Discussion

A 6-week multicomponent positive psychology intervention (PPI) was assessed with the primary aim of determining

its effects on affective variables including anxiety, depression and psychological distress, as well as processual ones,

such as mindfulness and emotion regulation. Exploratory investigations were conducted to consider changes in

individual differences according to baseline characteristics.

Trait anxiety, depressive symptoms and psychological distress significantly decreased over the course of the PPI in

comparison to the control group. Regarding processual variables, mindfulness increased with a large effect size,

acceptance and positive reappraisal increased, and scores for other-blame strategy significantly decreased.

Exploratory analyses showed that mindfulness and positive reappraisal tended to increase even more when

participants' initial levels were low.

Participants were from a community sample of the French population. They were assigned to the control (n = 43) or

intervention group (n = 59). Self-assessment measures included the Mindful Attention Awareness Scale, Cognitive

Emotion Regulation Questionnaire, Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, Beck Depression Inventory and the

General Health Questionnaire.

Future clinical interventions should account for baseline characteristics to ensure that participants are referred to the

most effective, suitable programs for their own needs. Future studies should investigate the long term impact of such

PPI.

Figure 1. Graphic GLM representation of mindfulness (MAAS) and

positive reappraisal scores pre-test (T1) and post-test (T2).

Note. A dot represents a participant.

Gray indicates the control group, and

black indicates the PPI group.

The diagonal dotted line indicates no

score evolution during the intervention.

Participants whose dots are above the

diagonal dotted line showed an increase

in their score from before to after the

PPI.

Gray and black lines are linear

regression lines of the control and PPI

groups, respectively.

A linear regression line below the

diagonal dotted line indicates that the

scores decreased over time, whereas the

opposite indicates that the scores

increased from pre-test to post-test.



SELF-DIFFERENTIATION AND EATING DISORDERS IN EARLY AND

MIDDLE ADOLESCENCE: A CROSS-SECTIONAL PATH ANALYSIS

Scientific context

Doba, K., Berna, G., Constant, E., & Nandrino, J-L. Self-differentiation and eating disorders in early and middle adolescence: A

cross-sectional path analysis. Eating Behaviors, 2018, 29, 75-82.

Method

Results

Discussion

Patients with eating disorders (EDs) exhibit difficulties in several aspects of socio-emotional functioning such as

attachment, perception and understanding of self or others and emotional intelligence. From a developmental

perspective, some of these socio-emotional difficulties may be explained by specific learning difficulties originating

from family interactions. This study examines the impact of self-differentiation, alexithymia and psychological distress

on eating disorder symptoms in young and middle adolescence

Significant differences were found between younger and older adolescents. The association between low self-

differentiation and both eating disorders symptoms and psychological dimensions related to eating attitudes was

stronger in early adolescence than in middle adolescence (Figure 1). The association between low self-differentiation

and eating disorder symptoms was mediated by alexithymia and psychological distress in middle adolescence (Figure

2).

The data of 451 female adolescents aged 12 to 17 years were analyzed. Ages 12-14 years (mean: 13.59, SD: 0.52; 226

early adolescents) and 15-17 years (mean: 15.72, SD: 0.75; 225 middle adolescents) were grouped separately to

capture theoretically different developmental stages. Self-reports were individually administered to adolescents

Taken together, the present findings suggest that the development of emotional reactivity and tendency to avoid

emotional connection must be considered to better understand the emergence of psychological distress and alexithymia

in EDs. This study suggests clinical interventions in early and middle adolescents with ED symptoms. For early

adolescents, clinicians could target emotional connectedness and emotional reactivity in family and social

relationships, whereas interventions in older ones could gradually bring them to express and identify emotional states.

Figure 1. PLS-PM graphs for early adolescents Figure 2. PLS-PM graphs for middle adolescents 



IS PHYSICIAN EMPATHY ASSOCIATED WITH CANCER PATIENT

SURVIVAL?

Scientific context

Lelorain, S., Cortot, A., Christophe, V., Pinçon, C., & Gidron, Y. (2018). Physician empathy interacts with breaking bad news in predicting

lung cancer and pleural mesothelioma patient survival: timing may be crucial. Journal of clinical medicine, 7(10), 364.

Method

Results

Discussion

Many studies have shown the prognostic role of psychosocial variables (e.g. depression, coping) in cancer patient

survival. However, physician empathy had never been explored in relation to cancer patient survival. In light of the

central role of the oncology physician in patient care, we thought that patient-perceived physician empathy could also

impact cancer patient survival. Therefore, we examined the prognostic role of physician empathy in interaction with

the type of consultation (TC, bad news versus follow-up consultations) in cancer patient survival.

In bad news consultations (right part), higher listening/compassion predicted a higher risk of death (HR= 1.13; 95%CI:

1.00-1.23; p = 0.008). In follow-up consultations (left part), listening/compassion did not predict survival (HR = 0.94;

95% CI: 0.85-1.05; p = .30). The same results were found with the general score of empathy, but not with

active/positive empathy.

Between January 2015 and March 2016, 179 outpatients with thoracic cancer assessed their oncologist’s empathy

using the CARE questionnaire, which provides a general score and two sub-dimensions of empathy:

listening/compassion and active/positive. Survival was recorded until April 2018. Usual medical, social and

psychological confounders were included in the Cox regression. The median follow-up time was 3.1 years.

In bad news consultations, high patient-perceived physician compassion could worry patients by conveying the idea

that there is no longer any hope, which could hasten death. Further studies are warranted to confirm these results and

find out the determinants of patient perception of physician empathy.

Figure 1. Survival probability for patients with high perceived empathy (> 45) versus low empathy (≤ 45) by median split. 



FACING OTHERS’ MISFORTUNE: PERSONAL DISTRESS MEDIATES THE ASSOCIATION

BETWEEN MALADAPTIVE EMOTION REGULATION AND SOCIAL AVOIDANCE

Scientific context

Grynberg, D. & López-Pérez, B. (2018) Facing others’ misfortune: Personal distress mediates the association

between maladaptive emotion regulation and social avoidance. PLOS ONE 13(3).

Method

Results

Discussion

Previous research has linked the use of certain emotion regulation strategies to the vicarious experience of personal

distress (PD) and empathic concern (EC). However, it has not yet been tested whether (1) vicarious PD is positively

associated with maladaptive emotion regulation strategies, (2) vicarious EC is positively associated with adaptive

emotion regulation strategies or whether (3) PD and EC mediate the link between emotion regulation and reports of

approach/avoidance in response to a person in distress.

1. PD and EC were positively related to

maladaptive strategies and negatively related

to adaptive strategies

2. The association between maladaptive

regulation strategies (i.e., rumination and other

blame) and the willingness to avoid the person

in distress was mediated by reports of greater

PD (Fig 1a and Fig 1b).

Participants: 78 participants (55 females) aged between 18 and 57 years (M=24.28; SD=8.32)

Material:

1. In response to a video depicting a person in a threatening situation:

Personal Distress, PD (i.e., anxious, troubled and upset)

Empathic Concern, EC (i.e., concerned, sympathetic and soft-hearted)

Reports of avoidance and approach with regard to the character

2. Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (CERQ): 18-item scale designed to evaluate the disposition to use

maladaptive and adaptive emotion regulation strategies

This study expands previous evidence on the relationship between maladaptive regulation strategies and affective

empathy and provides novel insights into the main role that PD plays in the association between maladaptive strategies

and social avoidance.



MOTIVES FOR SOCIAL ISOLATION FOLLOWING

A NEGATIVE EMOTIONAL EPISODE

Scientific context

Delelis, G. & Christophe, V. (2018). Motives for social isolation following a negative emotional episode. Swiss

Journal of Psychology, 77, 127-131.

Method

Results

Discussion

After experiencing an emotional event, people either seek out others’ presence (social affiliation) or avoid others’

presence (social isolation). The determinants and effects of social affiliation are now well-known, but social

psychologists have not yet thoroughly studied social isolation. This study aims to ascertain which motives and

corresponding regulation strategies participants report for social isolation following negative emotional events.

Through semantic categorization of the 423 motives reported by the participants, we found that “cognitive

clarification” and “keeping one’s distance” – that is, the need for cognitive regulation and the refusal of socioaffective

regulation, respectively – were the most commonly and quickly reported motives for social isolation.

Thus the vast majority of participants appeared to become isolated in order to understand or favorably change the

meaning of the event – alone. This may be based on a desire to reduce one’s experience of a lack of understanding:

People may become isolated to consider the implications of an event and to analyze the changes it could bring to their

lives (e.g., “to take stock of” or “to do some soul searching”). Motives such as “to rebuild myself” or “to find myself

again” suggest that isolation can be a way of taking time to focus on oneself and calm down first for a better

adjustment in the future.

A group of 96 participants retrieved from memory an actual negative event that led them to temporarily socially isolate

themselves. These participants were thus asked to provide a short written description of an actual and recent very

negative personal emotional episode that led them to seek social isolation, that is, to avoid the presence of others.

Next, they freely listed (thought-listing technique) up to 10 reasons why they had become isolated

in this situation.

This study was the first to explore these motives for social isolation.

Social isolation, its motives and consequences are an interesting area of investigation in terms of the timing, target(s),

target(s)’ motives for listening to the sharing which follows temporary social isolation, communication content, and

coping adjustment in the fields of crises and health.

The answers to these questions may enable family, friends, and health professionals to better understand the needs of

people who are, or appear to be, avoiding the presence of others: What are they searching for and what do they want or

need?
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DOES THE DEVELOPMENT OF SYNTAX COMPREHENSION SHOW A PREMATURE

ASYMPTOTE AMONG PERSONS WITH DOWN SYNDROME? 

Scientific context

Facon, B., & Magis, D. (2019). Does the Development of Syntax Comprehension Show a Premature Asymptote Among Persons With

Down Syndrome? A Cross-Sectional Analysis. American journal on intellectual and developmental disabilities, 124(2), 131-144.

Method

Results

Discussion

Uncertainty persists regarding the post-childhood trajectory of language acquisition of persons with Down syndrome

(DS). In some studies asymptote is reached in the early teens, whereas others find language continuing to develop at

least into early adulthood. This study addressed the issue using a cross-sectional approach.

On both tests there were significant effects of CA and diagnosis status, but the CA×diagnosis interactions were non-

significant. We concluded that comprehension of vocabulary and syntax does not asymptote prematurely in individuals

with DS relative to those with other forms of intellectual disability.

A test of receptive syntax and one of receptive vocabulary were

administered to 62 children, adolescents and young adults with DS

who were matched on CA and on a measure of nonverbal cognitive

development with 62 participants with ID of undifferentiated etiology

(UND). Syntax and vocabulary test scores were regressed on CA and

the slopes of regression lines of the two groups were compared. If a

premature asymptote occurs for participants with DS, their regression

lines should exhibit an inflection point earlier than those observed for

participants with UND. However, it is also possible that the slope of

their regression lines is zero. In either case, one might well conclude

that participants with DS specifically present a premature arrest of

language development.

The present findings do not indicate a premature asymptote of language comprehension in people with DS in general,

nor of their syntactic acquisition in particular. Although this result is encouraging from the viewpoint of language

intervention, further studies are needed to verify whether this finding holds for other clinical groups and other tests,

particularly of expressive language.

One item of the test of receptive vocabulary. Here, the

participant must select the picture corresponding to the

word « céréales ».

Relationship between CA (in years) and vocabulary 

score for the two groups of participants

Relationship between CA (in years) and syntax score 

for the two groups of participants



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTION AND PRODUCTION

OF INTONATION OF FRENCH IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE

Scientific context

Basirat, A., Patin, C., & Moreau, C. (2018). Relationship between perception and production of intonation of French in Parkinson’s 

disease. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Speech Prosody 2018 (pp. 809-813).

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder and causes significant impairments

of speech production. Prosody is one of the aspects which is strongly impaired in PD. The goal of the current study is

to examine the relationship between prosody perception and prosody production in PD.

Our results showed that PDs marked their questions and statements less than controls: the F0 rise at the end of the

questions was smaller in PDs and contrary to controls, no F0 fall was observed at the end of the statements produced

by PDs. Importantly, PDs who were more impaired in marking questions and statements were poorer at discriminating

between these utterances in the perception task.

During the experiment, the participants performed a prosody perception task followed by a prosody production task. A

male native French speaker of France produced each sentence twice, once as a statement and once as a yes-no

question (e.g. “il parle Français.” vs. “il parle Français ?”). Thus, no morphosyntactic cue was available to distinguish

between questions and statements.

Perception task: Participants were asked to classify each sentence as “question” or as “statement”.

Production task: Participants were asked to produce all the sentences used in the prosody discrimination task.

The results revealed a significant positive correlation between the performance of PDs in question-statement

discrimination (d-prime) in the perception task and the amount of F0 difference between questions and statements

(ΔF0) in the production task. This suggests that deficits in prosody production in PD impact prosody perception

mechanisms.

Method

Results

Discussion

Prosody production Task. Mean F0 of initial and final vowels 

for questions and statements for PDs.
Performance in the prosody production and

prosody perception



MORPHOLOGICAL TRAINING IN SPELLING: IMMEDIATE AND LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF

AN INTERVENTIONAL STUDY IN FRENCH THIRD GRADERS

Scientific context

Casalis, S., Pacton, S., Lefevre, F., & Fayol, M. (2018). Morphological training in spelling: Immediate and long-term effects of an 

interventional study in French third graders. Learning and Instruction, 53, 89-98.

Learning to spell in alphabetical scripts often necessitates going beyond the phonological information (one letter for

one sound) due to inconsistencies (several letter groups are possible for one phoneme). Taking morphology into

account for spelling considerably improves regularity and predictability. Morphology identifies the smallest units of

meaning in language. A simple word is composed by one morpheme (e.g. dance) while a derived word (e.g. dancer) is

made up of at least two morphemes, e.g. a base (e.g. dance) and a suffix (e.g. the suffix –er). The question is thus

whether a morphological intervention can improve spelling performance in school-aged children. The aim of the

present study was to examine the impact of an interventional study as well as the specificity of the training on spelling

scores and the stability of the beneficial effects over time.

Morphological awareness scores increase significantly more in the M-group. Single word spelling increased

significantly more in the M-group than in the C-group and more specifically on derived words. The analysis focused

on target graphemes confirms the interaction.

Participants: 70 children (grade 3) divided into 2 groups : morphology-intervention group (M-group) and spelling-

control group (C-group). Pre and post tests: vocabulary test (EVIP test), morphological awareness tests (base

extraction, sentence completion), spelling test : standardized test (Le Corbeau, L2MA2), simple word spelling (2 DV:

whole word accuracy, target grapheme accuracy), derived word spelling (2 DV: whole word accuracy, target grapheme

accuracy)

In the present study, a causal connection has been established between morphological awareness and spelling, given

that the group trained in MA outperformed the control group in MA scores and in spelling scores. More, the connection

between MA and spelling is specific as the benefit was limited to items that were morphologically complex, i.e. where

an analysis of its structure might help selection of the correct spelling. Importantly, the same pattern was found when

the analysis was focused on target spelling only (inconsistent graphemes). Another key aspect is that the advantage

persists over time. Therefore, improving morphological awareness helps children to spell morphological words.

Method

Results

Discussion

Accuracy spelling scores in whole word (left panel) and target grapheme (right panel) in the MI and SC groups.



TO WHAT EXTENT DOES TYPICALITY BOOST SEMANTIC PRIMING EFFECTS BETWEEN

MEMBERS OF THEIR CATEGORIES?

Scientific context

Brunellière, A. & Bonnotte, I. (2018). To what extent does typicality boost semantic priming effects between members of their

categories? Journal of Cognitive Psychology, 30: 670-688.

Method

Results

Discussion

The present study was designed to determine how category structure, in particular, the typicality of words within a

category, affects word recognition, e.g. within the category of mammals, between cat and dog, or between mink and

dog. Atypical items of their semantic category yield more generalization than their typical members when relearning in

connectionist networks and in empirical studies.

The three semantic priming experiments in visual word recognition showed an advantage with the typical context, but

not with the atypical one.

The present study was conducted with young French adults using the procedure of semantic priming in a variety of

three tasks, lexical decision, categorization and semantic judgment.

Our results do not support the findings about generalization in relearning and suggest that typicality effects in semantic

priming mostly come from the activation of representative features of categories.

Figure 2. Experimental conditions

Figure 1. Example of trial scheme

Priming effect (related minus unrelated) in lexical

decision. Standard deviations in parenthesis

Priming effect (related minus unrelated) in semantic

judgment. Standard deviations in parenthesis



THE ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF DEVELOPMENTAL DYSLEXIA: NEW

INSIGHTS FROM LEXICAL DECISION AND READING ALOUD

Scientific context

Mahé, G., Pont, C., Zesiger, P., & Laganaro, M. (2018). The time course of print processing in developmental dyslexia: Distinct patterns

of impairments in lexical decision and reading aloud. Neuropsychologia, 121, 19-27.

Method

Results

Discussion

Developemental dyslexia is a specific deficit in reading acquisition, with an impaired neural specialization for print

linked to phonological deficits. A major challenge of scientific research in dyslexia is to identify the processing stages

which are impaired during print processing in dyslexic readers. Most of electrophysiological studies on dyslexia have

been performed with lexical decision tasks, which are focused on orthographic analysis. The goal of the present study

was to investigate in dyslexic adults the time course of print processing both in lexical decision and in the

underinvestigated context of reading aloud, a task especially relevant to assess the access phonological analysis during

print processing.

• In lexical decision : between group differences at the N2 component (reflecting word form analysis) and at one

topographic map related to lexical access

• In reading aloud: between group differences at the N320 component (reflecting print to sound mapping) and

completely different topographic maps after the N2 time window (related to phonological analysis)

• 21 adult dyslexic readers and 21 adult expert readers

performed both a lexical decision and a reading aloud

task with words and pseudowords

• EEG were recorded from 128 channels

• Amplitude waveform analysis and spatio-temporal

segmentation were performed. Spatio-temporal

segmentation allow to divide the ERP signal into a

limited number of topographic maps, each reflecting a

specific moment in mental information processing.

• In lexical decision : less efficient word form analysis in dyslexic compared to expert readers

• In reading aloud : completely different topographic maps between the two groups at time intervals related to

phonological analysis, traducing the recruitment of different neuronal networks (and thus different cognitive

processes) between expert and dyslexic readers for phonological processing during reading aloud

• Important to use a multi-task approach to understand print processing deficits in developmental dyslexia

Amplitude waveform for words for the reading task at a 

left fronto-central site in expert readers (plain line) and 

dyslexic readers (dashed line)

Spatio-temporal segmentations for words in the reading task: 

expert readers on the left and dyslexics on the right



A RAPID, OBJECTIVE AND IMPLICIT MEASURE OF VISUAL QUANTITY

DISCRIMINATION

Scientific context

Guillaume, M., Mejias, S., Rossion, B., Dzhelyova, M., & Schiltz, C. (2018). A rapid, objective and implicit measure of visual

quantity discrimination. Neuropsychologia, 111, 180-189.

Method

Results

Discussion

There is evidence that accurate and rapid judgments of visual quantities form an essential component of human

mathematical ability. However, explicit behavioral discrimination measures of visual quantities are readily

contaminated both by variations in low-level physical parameters and higher order cognitive factors, while implicit

measures often lack objectivity and sensitivity at the individual participant level.

Discrimination differences between briefly presented visual quantities as low as a ratio of 1.4 (i.e., 14 vs. 10 elements,

Fig.2) are found. From this threshold, the neural discrimination response increases with parametrically increasing

differences in ratio between visual quantities. Inter-individual variability in magnitude of the EEG response at this

population threshold ratio predicts behavioral performance at an independent number comparison task.

During 45s sessions, stimuli are presented

at a fast rate (10 Hz). In all experimental

conditions, one rare number (« 14 » in Fig 1

A., highlighted with a sur-rounding red

dotted line) was periodically displayed, one

every eight stimuli (1.25 Hz), among a

frequent number (« 10 »). The onset and the

offset of the stimuli followed a sinusoidal

contrast stimulation at 10 Hz (from blank to

full luminance, Fig.1 B.) .

Overall, these findings indicate that visual quantities are perceptually discriminated automatically and rapidly

(i.e., at a glance) within the occipital cortex. Given its high sensitivity, this paradigm could provide an implicit

diagnostic neural marker of this process suitable for a wide range of fundamental and clinical applications.

Figure 1. Periodic numerical change.

Figure 2: Specific brain responses to the numerical ratio of 1.4.




